Abstract. The computation of the cumulative distribution (cdf), the complementary cdf (ccdf), and the density of certain shotnoise random variables is discussed. After subtracting o a few terms that can be computed in closed form, what remains can be approximated by a general method for approximating samples of a cdf or ccdf by summing a Fourier series whose coe cients are modulated samples of their characteristic function. To approximate the density, a spline is t to the cdf samples and then di erentiated. When the density has corners, it is important that the spline have coincident knots at these locations. For shot-noise densities, these locations are easily identi ed.
is considered; here the fT g are points of a Poisson process in IR d with intensity function : IR d ! 0; 1), and fA g is an independent, identically distributed, nonnegative \gain" sequence. We assume fA g and fT g are statistically independent. The function g: IR d ! IR is typically determined by a system impulse response or point spread function, depending on the application in which it arises; e.g., optical communications, imaging, etc. In these situations there has been much interest in computing shot-noise distributions and densities 6], 7], 9]{ 15], 18]. One of the reasons that this is such a hard problem is that many shotnoise densities contain jumps and corners, in addition to an impulse at the origin. It is precisely these features that make it di cult to directly apply simple methods such as Fourier inversion of the characteristic function or summation of Beaulieu's series 2]. The purpose of this paper is to expose the structure of shot-noise distributions and densities and to exploit this structure to obtain easy-to-compute approximations with the proper jumps and corners in order to obtain better accuracy. We point out that our results also have an immediate application to the computation of the distribution of the test statistic corresponding to the likelihood ratio for Poisson process observations. Suppose we are testing the hypothesis H 0 : ( ) = 0 ( ) against H 1 : ( ) = 1 ( ) based The paper is organized as follows. In x2 we state our results concerning the structure of shot-noise characteristic functions, cdfs, ccdfs, and densities. This structure allows us to decompose shot-noise distributions into various terms that can be separately approximated. In x3 we discuss a general method for approximating a cdf and ccdf from their characteristic function. If the distribution has a density that is piecewise smooth except for corners, and if their locations can be identi ed, then excellent density approximation can be obtained by tting a spline with coincident knots to the cdf approximation and then di erentiating the spline. In x4 we use this general method to approximate one of the terms in the decomposition of a shot-noise cdf, ccdf, and density. Numerical examples are given. The conclusion is in x5.
2. Statement of results and their applications. 
and ' A is the common characteristic function of the fA g.
In Theorem 5 in Appendix A we show that the condition
implies that (!) = e (!) ? B, where B = B 0 P(A > 0), and e is the characteristic function of a nite measure ? on IR. The reason for doing this is that we can then write '(!) = e (!) = e ?B e e (!) and see that for C IR,
where 1 is the indicator function of the speci ed set, and ? m is the nite measure whose characteristic function is e (!) m . If ? has density (Theorem 6 and the remark following it in Appendix A give su cient conditions for the existence of ), then the density of Y , denoted by f, can be written as f(y) = e ?B (y) + is piecewise continuous, and we know the locations of its jump discontinuities, say 0 and 1 as in our standard example, then even without explicitly computing , we see that it, and hence the density of G 1 , have corners at 0, 1, and 2. Hence, it is easy to approximate G 1 by a cubic spline e G 1 with double knots at 0, 1, 2, and simple knots elsewhere 4]. We then have f(y) e ?B (y) + (y) + d In x3 we discuss a method of approximating G M (y) and G c M (y) by summing a Fourier series whose coe cients depend on the characteristic function of G M . Fortunately, the larger M is, the faster the characteristic function of G M decays, reducing the number of terms to be summed from that required using the characteristic function of G 0 .
We give a numerical example in x4. 3 . Fourier series/spline approximation for cdfs and densities. We begin with some notation. We say G is an unnormalized cdf if G is nondecreasing, right continuous, and satis es G(?1) = 0 and G (1) 
A nonrigorous derivation of (11) was rst given by Beaulieu 2] under the assumption that G possessed a density. In Appendix B, our proof of Theorem 1 shows that condition (9) is su cient. Condition (9) is important in applications where one knows only and is trying to nd G, i.e., one does not know a priori if G has a density.
Remarks. There are several important observations to make about (10) and (11) . (Similar observations are made in 2].) Since G is an unnormalized cdf, for any xed y, both G(y ?L) and G c (L+y) in (10) and (11) (n =L)e ?jn y=L (13) converges uniformly to (d=dy)G L (y) as N ! 1. The problem is that (13) converges more slowly than (6) . Hence, we propose the following approach for approximating G 0 .
To begin, let c 0 := 0 and c n := b n (n =L) for n 6 = 0.
Then c ?n is the complex conjugate of c n , and c N = 0 for N even. We can therefore write, for even N, an N-point fast Fourier transform (FFT). We can then use these samples to construct a spline approximation of G L;N (y); to approximate G 0 , we di erentiate the spline. The advantage of approximating G 0 by di erentiating a spline approximation of G L;N rather than di erentiating G L;N itself is that the series for G L;N converges faster (in N) than the series for its derivative.
3.1.1. Complexity of the approximation. To estimate the complexity of the approximation, we proceed as follows. The rst step, computing an FFT of N characteristic function samples to obtain N cdf samples is an order N logN operation. Next, to compute a cubic spline approximation using the N cdf samples and i interior knots is an order 2N + (i + 8) operation using the NAG Library routine E02BAF 19] . Hence, these two steps combined are at most an order N logN operation. To evaluate the spline or its derivative at one point is an order log(i+8) operation using the NAG routine E02BCF 19] ; this time is independent of the number of characteristic function samples N.
Other considerations. Ordinary spline t-
ting routines, which operate by e ciently solving a highly structured set of linear equations, do not guarantee that a spline t to G L;N will be monotone, or equivalently, that the spline derivative will be nonnegative. Although we have not found this to be a serious problem in our experience, we brie y discuss three solutions. The simplest solution to the negative density problem is to replace the spline derivative by zero whenever it is negative. Since the spline derivative typically becomes negative only in regions where the true density is almost zero, zero itself is a good approximation. However, this method does yield a nonsmooth density approximation, which may not be acceptable. A second solution, which works in our examples, is simply to increase N. Finally, we note that there are algorithms for constructing monotone splines, e.g., 1] and the references therein. However, such algorithms require solving nonlinear equations. Fig. 1 for the case 0 = 1. When 0 = 1 we approximate f(y) on 0; 7:1] as follows. First we must select the knots for the spline approximation of G 1;L;N in (15) . To begin, we placed 35 uniformly spaced interior knots between 0:2 and 7. The cubic spline program we used (NAG Library routine E02BAF) automatically put 4 coincident knots at each of the endpoints, 0 and 7:1. Now, as noted in x2.2, the density of G 1 has corners at 0, 1, and 2. We therefore added a coincident knot at 1 and at 2, for a total of 37 interior knots. We now take L = 10. If N = 128, a plot of e f 1;L;N (y) would be graphically indistinguishable from the curve in Fig. 1 .
Hence, in Fig. 2 Finally, we note that our spline approximation (14) yields a much smaller error than the direct Fourier series approximation (16) . This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 
Taking 0 = 1, L = 10, N = 64, and y = M = 6, we computed e ?1 G c 6;10;64 (6) = 1:3012036133501 10 ?7 . We conclude that P(Y > 6) = 1:3012 10 ?7 to the number of digits shown as follows. First, using a Cherno bound, we nd numerically that e ?1 G c 6 (10 + 6) 8 10 ?24 . Second, the bound in (17) is less than 5 10 ?13 .
5. Conclusion. In x3 we discussed a general method for approximating a cdf and ccdf from their characteristic function using G L;N and G c L;N , respectively. The error due to taking L nite is given in (10) and (11); when the moment generating function exists, numerical bounds on this error can be determined with the Cherno bound. In Theorem 2 we gave a simple bound on the error due to taking N nite. In x3.1 we proposed tting a spline to the cdf approximation and then di erentiating the spline to approximate the density. With appropriately chosen knots, excellent density approximation can be obtained.
These general results do not apply directly to shotnoise random variables because their densities contain impulses and discontinuities. Hence, Theorems 4{6 in Appendix A were the key to obtaining the decompositions (3) and (4), from which the analysis of the shot-noise density in x2.2 and the shot-noise tail probabilities in x2.3 followed. From this analysis, we saw how to apply the general method of x3 to the components of the shot-noise decomposition. In particular, the shot-noise decomposition permitted the easy identi cation of the knot locations needed for good spline approximation. Note that since je j ? 1j minfj j; 2g, (2) is a su cient condition for (19) to hold. This condition is not necessary; for example, the power-law shot-noise random variables in 9, xIV-B] satisfy (19) but not (2) . 
